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Don Taco 

"Quick Fix Mexican Meals"

This traditional Mexican taqueria located near the bustling Croix-Rousse

serves pocket-friendly meals. Set in a clean, uncluttered yet cozy place

with simple decor, this Mexican spot is perfect for both when you wish to

have a quick lunch as well as when you wish to indulge in an elaborate

dinner. The ceviche and the pambazo are highly recommended, while

vegetarians can try the cheese-filled enfrijoladas.

 +33 4 7805 1190  dontaco.lyon@outlook.fr  13 Rue Mercière, Lyon
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El Sombrero 

"Go Mexican!"

Set in a vibrant space with a medley of colors and lighting, dining at the El

Sombrero is reminiscent of dining in a Mexican hacienda. The food

transports you to far Mexico as well, with its authentic offerings of

Mexican tapas, creamy guacamole, sizzling fajitas, enchiladas and bevy of

Latin-inspired desserts. A degustation menu that serves three mains,

alongside extras and desserts is available as well. El Sombrero is the

perfect place for a quick lunch date or for a pleasant evening with friends.

 +33 4 7830 9079  9 rue Pizay, Lyon
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Two Amigos 

"Authentic Mexican Delights"

Located steps away from the city center, Two Amigos serves generous

helpings of well-spiced Mexican fare in a modern, rustic-chic setting.

Choose from a wide-ranging menu of authentic Mexican specials - be it

the staple cheese-filled burrito or the freshly made Taco Salad. Two

Amigos makes a mean quesadilla, so be sure to get your fill, replete with

grilled chicken, cheddar cheese, guacamole and sour cream. Finish off

with the fabulous Fried Ice Cream or the Pizookie Chocolate served with

vanilla ice cream.

 +33 9 5311 8670  reservation@twoamigos.fr  1 Rue Henry IV, Lyon
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Go Mex 

"A Mexican Affair"

Go Mex brings the delights of local Mexican food to the streets of Lyon.

This urbane eatery serves everything from street-style tacos, burritos,

quesadillas, fresh guacamole and made-from-scratch salsas, Combo meals

are available and offer great value for money. Go Mex also serves an

amazing range of Tortilla Chips, doused in several different sauces. To

wash it all down, choose from a cafe-style menu that includes espressos,

coffees and chocolate-based drinks.
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 +33 4 7204 4195  gomex.restaurant@gmail.com  112 Cours Charlemagne, Pôle de

Commerces et de Loisirs Confluence,

Lyon
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King Tacos 

"Taco Musings"

One of the best taco offerings in Lyon comes with a heavenly combination

of three cheeses, pepper and spice. This specially made gruyere sauce is

drizzled generously over your choice of taco, be it the meat-laden taco or

the traditional fajita. Meat choices are plenty and include steak, kebab,

kofta or minced meat, blue cord, tandoori or grilled steak and the schnitzel

volcano. A vegetarian option is available as well. King Tacos also serves a

handful of juicy burgers, but come here exclusively for the brilliantly

executed tacos.

 +33 4 7282 8930  9 rue paul lafargue Villeurbanne, Lyon
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